1. Introduction.-Since the middle of the nineteen-thirties, when statistical mechanics began to play an important role in science, two different approaches to liquid theory have been made. The one is the formal or fundamental approach, and the other is the model approach. In this paper, the "significant structure" theory of liquids is applied to liquid oxygen by the use of models. In this theory a liquid is considered as a "solid-like" structure with "fluidized vacancies" of molecular size randomly distributed throughout the solid. The molecules adjacent to such vacancies have "gas-like" degrees of freedom. The significant structure theory of liquid is based on the assumption that a portion of liquid molecules have solid-like degrees of freedom and the other portion of liquid molecules have gas-like degrees of freedom. The detailed description is found in the literature. ' According to the significant structure theory, the solid-like portion is given by (V -V,)/V, while the gas-like portion is VS/V, where V and V8 are the molar liquid volume at a given temperature and the molar solid volume at the melting point, respectively. As the partition function of the solid-like degrees of freedom, the Einstein function is generally used; and for the gas-like degrees of freedom, the ideal gas partition function is usually employed. Utilizing these ideas, the partition function for a liquid is obtained; consequently the thermodynamic properties of the liquid are calculated. In the past, the significant structure theory has been applied to various liquids, and the thermodynamic properties were calculated with good results. In this paper, we apply the significant structure theory to liquid oxygen, and discuss the problems associated with the latter.
2. The Partition Function for Liquid Oxygen. Oxygen is a diatomic molecule with a normal entropy of fusion (1.95 eu). It has two first-order transitions in the solid state: one at 23.660K (about 30 degrees below the melting point) and the other at 43.760K (about 10 degrees below the melting point).2 This fact suggests that an oxygen molecule rotates in the solid state near the melting point. Actually, in 1952, Crawford et al. found rotational bands in Raman spectra in liquid oxygen.3 Therefore, the rotational term is included in both the gaslike and solid-like parts of the partition function. Accordingly, the partition function for liquid oxygen can be written as follows: There is experimental evidence for the fact that oxygen molecules dimerize, but this is neglected here, as it will be discussed later.
From the partition function given above, various-thermodynamic properties and viscosity of liquid oxygen are calculated through the entire-liquid range, and are compared with the experimental data. In the calculations, the following literature values are used:'3 v = 4.73754 X 1013 sec-'; I = 1.938 X 10-39 gm .cm2; re = 1.2074 A, the latter being the atomic distance in an oxygen molecule. All the numerical calculations in this paper were made on an IBM 7040 computer. The critical temperature T,, critical volume V,, and critical pressure PC are calculated in the usual way by using the two conditions: (P/PbV)T = 0, (62P/bV2) = 0. The critical properties thus obtained are also given in Table 1 , and are compared with experiment. One notes that the deviation in PC is especially large, whereas the agreement in T, and V, is satisfactory. This fact has been noticed also in other cases in the application of significant structure theory. The large deviation in PC is considered to be due to the use of an ideal gas partition function for the gas-like degrees of freedom. By considering the presence of dimers, trimers, etc., the critical pressure is considerably improved. The results will be reported elsewhere.
The vapor pressures and densities: The vapor pressures P and the densities p are calculated through the entire liquid range using the previously mentioned principles. As shown in Figures 1 and 2 
The results are shown in Table 2 . One sees satisfactory agreement between the calculated values of a and the observed one10 which is 4.0a 10-3/degree between 63.16'K and 91.16'K. From Table 2 one also finds satisfactory agreement between calculated and observed values15 of Cp. Because of the lack of experimental compressibility data, we cannot directly compare the calculated values of # with those observed. Considering the satisfactory agreement between the theoretical and experimental Cp's, however, one may conclude that the theoretical ,3 values are reasonable.
Surface tension: The surface tension Sy is expressed by'6
where F/' is the molar Gibbs free energy of the ith surface layer; Ft the corresponding quantity of the bulk liquid; and Vf, the molar volume of the ith layer.
For the calculation of the Gibbs free energy Fi' the sublimation energy of the ith surface layer Ei is used instead of E. in the partition function of oxygen, equation
(1). E8i is obtained from the equation Viscosity: According to significant structure theory, viscosity is given by the following expressions :1(a), 21. 22 
where q1s and % are the viscosities in the solid and in the gaseous state, respectively; Z is the coordination number; K is the transmission coefficient; d is the molecular diameter taken as 2.9333 A which was calculated from the van der Waals' constant8 b by using the relation b = 2irdWN/3. shown by a broken curve in Figure 4 . It is interesting to note that equation (9) agrees with experiment better than equation (8). 4. Discussion. -Although an oxygen molecule has an even number of electrons, it is paramagnetic, which means that it has a triplet ground state; i.e., it has two unpaired electrons. Perrier and Onnes25 found that pure liquid oxygen shows considerably less susceptibility than that predicted by Curie's law. They concluded that this is due to the dimerization of oxygen molecules, and experimentally proved that there is an equilibrium of the form 04 =± 202, with the equilibrium constant Kc = C22/C4, where c2 and C4 are the concentrations of the monomer and the dimer, respectively. C2 and C4 can be determined under the assumption that the monomer is alone responsible for the paramagnetism and that the additivity of volumes holds. They further evaluated Kc 30 appear to be inconsistent with the existence of the dimers. Moreover, in case of oxygen the term "dimer" has long been debated. According to Lewis26 a link between the two monomers is less than 10 per cent as strong as even the weakest chemical bond. For this reason, many investigators prefer to define 04 as two molecules which interact over a period of time that is long compared to the time between the intermolecular collisions. In this paper the dimer term has been ignored in the partition function of liquid oxygen. This is because the dimer concentration is very small and the existence of 04 is controversial, as stated above. Since our partition function for liquid oxygen is satisfactory, it may be concluded that the small amount of dimers can be ignored.
Summary.-The significant structure theory of liquids was applied to liquid oxygen. The thermodynamic properties calculated from the theory agree with the experimental data within the permissible error. The viscosity of liquid oxygen was also calculated with satisfactory results. In this paper, the presence of the dimeric molecule 04 was neglected because of its small concentration. A brief discussion of 04 is given.
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